We generalize the notions of the non-commutative Poincaré and modified log-Sobolev inequalities for primitive quantum Markov semigroups (QMS) to not necessarily primitive ones. These two inequalities provide estimates on the decoherence time of the evolution. More precisely, we focus on an algebraic definition of environment-induced decoherence in open quantum systems which happens to be generic on finite dimensional systems and describes the asymptotic behavior of any QMS. An essential tool in our analysis is the explicit structure of the decoherence-free algebra generated by the QMS, a central object in the study of passive quantum error correction schemes. The Poincaré constant corresponds to the spectral gap of the QMS, which implies its positivity, while we prove that the modified log-Sobolev constant is positive under the L1-regularity of the Dirichlet form, a condition that also appears in the primitive case. We furthermore prove that strong Lp-regularity holds for quantum Markov semigroups that satisfy a strong form of detailed balance condition for p ≥ 1. The latter condition includes all known cases where this strong regularity was proved. Finally and to emphasize the mathematical interest of this study compared to the classical case, we focus on two truly quantum scenarios, one exhibiting quantum coherence, and the other, quantum correlations.
Introduction
Functional Inequalities (FI) such as the Poincaré Inequality (PI) and the log-Sobolev Inequality (LSI) play a central role in the study of the asymptotic behavior of open systems. They were introduced for quantum systems in the pioneering article [36] and since then have been the subject of intensive studies [7, 8, 15, 24, 34, 35, 41] . In all those works, the dissipative evolution of an open quantum system is assumed to drive the system toward its unique invariant state: this is the primitive assumption. The goal of this article is to initiate the study of functional inequalities for not necessarily primitive quantum Markov semigroups, starting with the PI and the modified LSI. There are several motivations behind such a generalization.
Functional inequalities are particularly relevant in order to prove the rapid mixing of Markovian dynamics [24] . The role of this latter property is well-known in statistical physics where it is used in order to prove the existence of a unique invariant state for local dissipative systems [32, 33, [44] [45] [46] . It was also recently highlighted as a key assumption in order to prove stability results for such systems [16, 31] , which is a much desired property of protocols involving dissipative engineering [23, 27, 42] . In this context, it was already mentioned in [16] that withdrawing the primitive assumption would lead to further technical subtleties. This article is meant to establish the bases for such an extension.
A natural generalization of the primitive assumption is given by the notion of Environment-Induced Decoherence (EID). Introduced by Zurek in the eighties [47, 48] , EID provides a dynamical argument to the disappearance of quantum states in our classical world. The first mathematical formulation of EID was proposed by Blanchard and Olkiewicz in [5] (see also [9, 11, 21] for discussions and more recent formulations). In this article, we focus on quantum systems with finite degrees of freedom. Under the legitimate Markovian assumption, one can consider that the evolution of the system is modeled by a quantum Markov semigroup (QMS) (P t ) t≥0 acting on the algebra of (bounded) operators B(H), for some finite dimensional Hilbert space H. That is, P is a continuous semigroup of completely positive maps, that preserve the identity operator: P t (I H ) = I H for all t ≥ 0. For such systems, it was proved that the algebra of observables can be split into two parts [9, 17, 21] :
• a (von Neumann) subalgebra of B(H), called the Decoherence-Free Algebra (DF algebra), which is free from any dissipative effect: the evolution of any observable belonging to this subalgebra is given by a * -isomorphism, which in our case simply means a unitary evolution;
• a subspace which is not detectable by any experiment: the observation of any observable belonging to this subspace gives a zero-value in expectation, in the long-time asymptotic, whatever the state of the system is.
The second point will be primordial in our analysis, as it provides an alternative to the primitive case where any state convergence to the unique invariant state of the evolution. Thus, in the general case, the dissipative effects induced by the environment drive the observables of the system toward a closed subsystem modeled by the DF algebra. When this algebra is not trivial, there is necessarily an infinity of invariant states and in the long-time behavior, the state of the system can continue to evolve according to a unitary evolution. When the QMS is primitive, the DF algebra is trivial and reduced to the multiples of the identity operator.
In this case, all states converge toward the unique invariant state.
Apart from providing an alternative to the primitive assumption, EID also plays a determinant role in quantum information theory and quantum control theory. The DF algebra is a particular instance of decoherence-free subsystems, one of the most promising and physically relevant mathematical tools proposed in order to overcome decoherence in quantum computing [25, 28] . Decoherence-free subspaces and subsystems could play a decisive role in the achievement of quantum information processing [1, 14, 29] , as they identify regions of the system that are at the same time protected from decoherence and still big enough to allow universal quantum computations [25] . Therefore, if rapid mixing is responsible for the stability of state preparation protocols based on dissipative engineering (as in [16, 31] ), than one can hope that a generalization of this concept to non-primitive QMS would similarly permit to proved the stability of "decoherence-free" protocols for quantum computing (as in [25, 28] ). In this article, we initiate the investigation of new functional inequalities that imply "rapid decoherence", in the sense that decoherence occurs exponentially fast.
Motivation on one simple example: Following the lines of [24] and in order to motivate our work, let focus on one simple situation that perfectly captures the idea of decoherence. Consider the following evolution on the Hilbert space H = C d in the Schrödinger picture:
where γ is a positive constant (modeling the strength of the interaction with the environment or the measuring device) and E A is the orthogonal projection on the commutative subalgebra A ≃ C d (the algebra of diagonal operators in a certain basis of C d ), for the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product. This defines a proper QMS P deco * t (ρ) = ρ t 1 that we call the Decoherence Quantum Markov Semigroup, as it perfectly reflects the idea that the dissipation induced by the environment will cause the state of the system to collapse into a "classical" state: one has clearly: lim
Further remark that the maximally mixed density matrix
is an invariant density matrix and that P deco is a symmetric operator with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product. One usually says that P deco satisfies the Detailed Balance Condition with respect to
. Equation (1.2) states that in the long time behavior, quantum correlations disappear as the off-diagonal terms vanish. We can then define the decoherence time as τ deco (ε) = min t ≥ 0 ; P deco * t (ρ − E A (ρ)) Tr ≤ ε ∀ρ , (
where ⋅ Tr is the trace norm, X Tr = Tr √ X * X, and where ε is a positive constant. The use of the trace norm is justified by its operational interpretation as a measure of distinguishability between two states. As proved for instance in [10] , the limit in Equation (1.2) is generic, in the sense that it holds for any QMS with an invariant density matrix with full support. In this case the subalgebra A d has to be replaced by the decoherence-free algebra of the QMS, and the evolution on this algebra is a unitary evolution. Consequently, the definition of the decoherence time still makes sense.
We shall now briefly explained how we can defined appropriate functional inequalities in order to estimate the decoherence time. Just as in the usual framework of functional inequalities, where the QMS is primitive and converges toward its unique faithful invariant state, we can upper bound the trace norm distance, either in terms of the χ 2 -divergence, or in terms of the relative entropy between both states. Both define appropriate Lyapunov functionals of the initial state for the evolution, in the sense that they are non-negative and non-increasing along a trajectory, and that they vanish only on states that are equal to their conditional expectation on the decoherence-free algebra. As in the primitive case, the first tentative leads to an upper bound in terms of the spectral gap of a certain symmetrization of the QMS. This spectral gap is also equal to the optimal constant in a generalized form of the Poincaré Inequality (PI). In the case of P deco , it has a real spectrum and it is easy to see that the spectral gap is given by γ. The bound then reads:
so that we obtain the following scaling of the decoherence time:
where the symbol Ω means that τ χ 2 is at least as big as a constant times log d for large d. One can obtain an other estimate by using instead the Pinsker's Inequality to upper bound the trace norm in terms of the relative entropy. We will show how this bound is related to a certain new form of (modified) log-Sobolev Inequality (MLSI), which is equivalent to the exponential decay of the relative entropy. Denoting by α the constant appearing in this inequality, we obtain with this method
In the case of P deco , we shall prove that 2α ≥ γ, so that this time we obtain the following scaling of the decoherence time:
We see that, as in the case of a primitive QMS and compared with a PI, a MLSI can drastically improve our scaling of the decoherence time with respect to the size of the system. This comes at the price that the log-Sobolev constant α has to be independent of the system size, which is not always the case.
Therefore, the goal of this article is to introduce new functional inequalities that are relevant even for non-primitive QMS, based on the theory of environment-induced decoherence. We shall define a PI and a modified LSI and prove that they imply the exponential decay of respectively the appropriate notion of variance and relative entropy. As in the primitive case, the PI is equivalent to the spectral gap of a symmetrization of the QMS, which ensured its positivity when the system is finite dimensional. We also prove the positivity of the MLS constant under a natural condition called L 1 -regularity of the Dirichlet form. Such condition was only prove for some particular classes of primitive QMS. One on the main contribution of this paper is a proof of the L p -regularity of the Dirichlet form under a strong form of detailed balance condition [12, 19, 26] . This condition is satisfied by a large class of QMS, including all ones for which strong L p -regularity was already proved. The proof relies on a new chain rule formula for the Dirichlet form, that generalized the one studied by Carlen and Maas in [12] .
So far, in the literature, the theory of quantum functional inequalities has mainly followed the classical theory and, apart from some typical technical tools required in the non-commutative framework, the main results were obtained in a similar way as in the classical case. However, the generalization to non-primitive QMS displays strong non-classical features such as the presence of quantum correlations (between spatially separated systems) or the existence of quantum coherence ( or Schrödinger-cat's like states), as in the example of the decoherence QMS above. In this article, we present a general framework in which these special features are exposed. Our main contribution and the originality of this work lie in defining the appropriate framework in which these issues can be treated. We formulate the bases of the theory and hope that it will stimulate further work in this direction.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall some results on non-commutative functional inequalities in the primitive case. We also expose the concept of environment-induced decoherence and the corresponding structure induced on the QMS, on which is built the rest of the article. In Section 3, we introduce our functional inequalities in the non-primitive case and prove that they imply the exponential decay of their corresponding Lyapunov functionals. We also prove that the Poincaré constant is an upper bound for the modified log-Sobolev constant, similarly to the primitive case. In Section 4, we prove the L p -regularity of the Dirichlet form under the strong detailed balance condition. We subsequently prove the positivity of our modified log-Sobolev constant under the weak L 1 -regularity of the Dirichlet form. We study two particular situations in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to the study of the decoherence time. We conclude with some remarks in Section 7.
Notations and some preliminaries
In this section we introduce our framework and notations and recall the relevant results relative to the primitive case. In Subsection 2.1 we present the formalism of Environment Induced Decoherence (EID) for quantum Markov semigroups (QMS) on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. The Poincaré Inequality and the modified log-Sobolev Inequality are introduced in the primitive case in Subsection 2.2. In Subsection 2.3 we recall the structure of the Lindbladian studied in [17] that we shall use throughout this article.
Environment Induced Decoherence for quantum Markov semigroups
Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space of dimension d. We denote by B(H) the Banach space of bounded operators on H and by B sa (H) the subspace of selfadjoint operators on H, i.e. B sa (H) = {X = B(H); X = X * }. We write S(H) the set of positive and trace one operators on H, also called density matrices. In the following, we will often identify a density matrix ρ ∈ S(H) and the state it defines, that is, the positive linear functional X ∈ B(H) ↦ Tr [ρ X]. In particular, we will write ρ(X) for the expected value of X in the state ρ. We recall that if H = H A ⊗ H B , where H A and H B are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, then the partial trace of a state ρ AB ∈ S(H) with respect to H B is the unique state Tr H B [ρ AB ] ∈ S(H A ) such that:
Given a state ρ B ∈ S(H B ), the partial trace with respect to ρ B is the unique linear map Tr ρ B from B(H) to B(H A ) such that for all X ∈ B(H):
Throughout this article we work with a continuous QMS (P t ) t≥0 acting on B(H). Recall that by Lindblad Theorem [30] , its generator L defined by L = lim 
where H ∈ B sa (H), where {L k } k≥1 is a finite subset of B(H) and where [⋅, ⋅] denotes the commutator defined as [X, Y ] = XY − XY for all X, Y ∈ B(H). P models the evolution of the observables of the system in the Heisenberg picture of time evolution. In the Schrödinger picture, the evolution of the states is given by the predual (P * t ) t≥0 of the QMS for the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product, that is, the unique trace-preserving QMS such that for all X, Y ∈ B(H),
Its generator, the predual of L, is the map defined on B(H) as:
We shall always assume that P admits an invariant state, that is, a density matrix σ ∈ S(H) such that for all time t ≥ 0, σ(P t (X)) = σ(X), for all X ∈ B(H). Equivalently, one has P * t (σ) = σ for all t ≥ 0. We shall furthermore assume that σ is faithful, that is, σ > 0. Under this condition, it was proved for instance in [11] that the maximal algebra on which P acts as a * -automorphism is the Decoherence-Free Algebra of P, defined by
It means that there exists a continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators (U t ) t∈R on H such that for any X ∈ N (P): 5) and N (P) is the largest subalgebra of B(H) such that this holds. We are now ready to state the main result concerning environment-induced decoherence on finite dimensional Hilbert space.
Theorem 2.1 (Proposition 8 in [10] and Theorem 19 in [11] ). Assume that P has a faithful invariant state σ. Then there exists a unique conditional expectation E N 2 from B(H) to N (P) compatible with σ (i.e. σ = σ ○ E N ) and such that 1. The image of E N is the decoherence-free algebra: Im E N = N (P) and, consequently,
2. The kernel of E N is the subset of observables that vanishes in the long time:
where the convergence is in the uniform topology.
The decomposition (2.6) has the following interpretation. The space Ker E N is thought as the part of the system which is beyond experimental resolution. Indeed, if the decoherence is fast enough, any measurement of an observable X ∈ Ker E N will give the value 0. Thus, in the long-time asymptotic, the system behaves effectively like a closed system described by the * -algebra N (P), on which the evolution is non-dissipative.
The conditional expectation E N plays a central role in the following. Theorem 2.1 can actually be rephrased in the following way: for all X ∈ B(H),
There is an equivalent formulation in the Schrödinger picture similar to Equation (1.2). First introduce the predual E N * of the conditional expectation E N defined by the relation
Then for all state ρ ∈ S(H):
This is the same limit as in Equation (1.2). Our goal in the following is to adapt the definition of the Poincaré Inequality and the modified log-Sobolev Inequality to estimated the speed of this limit through the decoherence time
Examples 2.1. In the example of the decoherence quantum Markov semigroup, the maximally mixed state plays the role of a faithful invariant state. The decoherence-free algebra is the algebra of diagonal operators A d and the conditional expectation E N is the projection on this algebra for the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product.
We shall now introduce those two functional inequalities in the usual setting.
Known result on functional inequalities for primitive quantum Markov semigroups
One particular situation is the case where the decoherence-free algebra is trivial, that is, N (P) = CI H . In this case, the limit in (2.7) implies that σ is the unique invariant state and one has:
which is the usual definition of a primitive quantum Markov semigroup [43] . In this case the decoherence time reduced to the well-known mixing time:
The space B(H) can be naturally endowed with an Hilbert space structure with respect to σ, with scalar product defined for all X, Y ∈ B(H) by:
It defines a norm ⋅ 2,σ on B(H):
.
We denote byP the adjoint of P for the scalar product ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σ . It can be checked thatP gives the evolution of the relative density σ
2 of any state ρ ∈ S(H), that is,
Moreover, the Lindbladian ofP is given byL = σ
. We say that P is reversible with respect to σ if P =P, or in other words if P is selfadjoint for ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σ . When studying the L p -regularity of the QMS, we will use a stronger form of reversibility and we reserve the term Detailed Balance Condition with respect to σ for this notion. When P is not primitive, there is necessarily not a unique invariant state and it becomes unclear what would be the good notion of reversibility. In the next section, we shall highlight a particular invariant state that we shall choose as a reference state. For short, when the QMS admits a faithful invariant state, we say that P (or L) is reversible, implicitly assuming that it is with respect to this reference state.
The main idea behind the use of quantum functional inequalities in the study of the mixing time is the use of appropriate Lyapunov functionals. The idea originated in [6, 18] in the classical case and was generalized to the quantum setting in [7, 24, 36] . The two Lyapunov functionals we shall be concerned with are the variance and the relative entropy. The Variance with respect to σ is defined for all X ∈ B(H) as
It was proved in [24] that the derivative of the variance along the QMS gives twice the opposite of the Dirichlet form of L, defined for all X ∈ B(H) as:
We thus have for all time t ≥ 0:
We emphasize that this differentiation yields the same result even if P is not primitive and σ is any of its faithful invariant states. Consequently, the exponential decay of the variance with decay rate λ > 0 is implied by the following Poincaré Inequality defined as:
We denote by λ(L) the optimal constant in this inequality. It can be shown that λ(L) corresponds to the spectral gap of the symmetrized Lindbladian L+L 2 , that is, the absolute value of its greatest non-zero eigenvalue.
The Relative Entropy with respect to σ is defined for all ρ ∈ S(H) as
where supp denotes the support of the density matrix. Remark that in our case σ is faithful and therefore the relative entropy can not take an infinite value. Spohn defined in [38] the Entropy Production as the opposite of its derivative along the evolution:
14)
The entropy production was subsequently computed by Spohn in the same article and is equal to:
This quantity plays a central role in statistical mechanics (see [22, 38, 39] and references therein). The exponential decay of the relative entropy with decay rate α is equivalent to the so-called modified log-Sobolev Inequality (MLSI):
We denote by α 1 (L) the optimal constant in this inequality. Kastoryano and Temme proved in [24] that for a reversible primitive QMS, the MLSI implies the PI as
We shall see that this inequality remains true for non-primitive QMS with the appropriate definitions for each constant.
In the finite-dimensional case, λ(L) is non-zero if and only if the QMS is primitive, as it is given by the spectral gap of a selfadjoint operator. In the case of the modified log-Sobolev constant the question is still open in the general case. Indeed, it is not even known if the entropy production of a primitive QMS vanishes only for the invariant state, which in view of the MLSI is a necessary condition for α 1 (L) to be positive. Under some regularity assumptions that we shall discuss in Subsection 4.1, combined results from [41] and [24] show that for a reversible and primitive QMS,
where σ min is the smallest eigenvalue of σ and where α 2 (L) is the usual log-Sobolev constant as defined by Gross in the classical setting. This Inequality asserts that α 1 (L) > 0, however it lies heavily on Gross' equivalence between the log-Sobolev constant and hypercontractivity. As in the non-primitive case those notions are yet not available we need to relies on different arguments. We shall prove the positivity of α 1 (L) under the regularity conditions mentioned above and without invoking the α 2 constant.
Structure of the Lindbladian and the invariant states
Throughout this article we shall intensively rely on the following structure of the Lindbladian L and of its invariant states, that was highlighted by the authors in [17] . Being a * -algebra on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, the DF algebra admits the following structure. Up to a unitary transformation, the Hilbert space H admits a decomposition as
where I is a finite set, such that N (P) is (unitarily isomorphic to) the algebra
The authors in [17] deduced from this decomposition the following structure of Lindbladian given by Equation (2.3). For all k ≥ 0 and all i ∈ I, there exist bounded operators M
For all i ∈ I, there exist bounded operators M
Denote by P i the orthogonal projection on H i ⊗ K i . There exist density matrices τ i on K i such that any invariant state σ of P can be written:
where σ i is a density matrix in H i commuting with K i . Finally we can give explicit formulae for both conditional expectations E N and E N * :
From those expressions, we see that the conditional expectation carries more information on the QMS than the decoherence-free algebra. In particular, it does not depend on the choice of the faithful invariant state. Throughout this article, we shall use the following notation: we write for a state ρ ∈ S(H):
(2.25)
Quantum functional inequalities for non-primitive QMS
In this section we give the definitions of the Poincaré Inequality (2.13) and of the modified log-Sobolev Inequality (2.16), which are consistent with the study of environment induced decoherence. The main idea that we wish to transmit is the importance of the reference state in our framework. The choice of the reference state and its properties are presented in Subsection 3.1 below. The PI and the MLSI for not necessarily primitive QMS are introduced in Subsection 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, where we subsequently proved that they induced exponential decay of their respective Lyapunov functionals. We conclude in Subsection 3.4 with the comparison of the two constants we have defined, as in Inequality (2.17).
The choice of the reference state
In the primitive case, there is a unique invariant state and so it is natural to choose it as the reference state, in particular in the definition of the Dirichlet form and the entropy production. In our case we have to be careful about which invariant state we choose. It appears that an appropriate choice is given by the following density matrix:
Equivalently, it is the unique state such that
. This defines a proper faithful state that furthermore has the following central property.
Lemma 3.1. With respect to the decomposition of H given by equations (2.19) and (2.20), σ Tr can be written (recall that P i is the orthogonal projection on
Consequently, N (P) is in the centralizer of σ Tr . More particularly, for all X ∈ N (P) and all Y ∈ B(H),
Proof. Equation (3.2) is just Equation (2.24) applied to the maximally mixed state. Using the form of the elements of N (P) given by Equation (2.20), we see that they commute with σ Tr which implies the second part of the lemma.
Other useful properties of σ Tr are listed below.
Lemma 3.2.
1. For all X ∈ B(H), 4) or equivalently σ
Tr ρ σ
In particular, E N is the orthogonal projection on N (P) with respect to the scalar product ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σTr and Ker E N = N (P) ⊥ .
Proof.
First notice that as a property of conditionnal expectations, E
Consequently, using the notations introduced in Equations (2.19) and (2.20),
Tr .
We can study each term in the sum separetly. Direct computations using the definition of the partial traces defined in Equations (2.1) and (2.2) shows that for all i ∈ I,
and so
2. As E N is a conditional expectation, we have E 2 N = E N , which can also directly be checked from Equation (2.24). Consequently we only need to check that it is selfadjoint with respect to ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σTr . Using the first part of this lemma, we obtain
We obtain Equation (3.5).
Remarks 3.1. Equation (3.5) is still true if one replaces the scalar product ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σTr by either one of the following two:
For the latter, it will even stay true for any other faithful invariant state. However, the fact that Equation (3.5) holds for ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σTr is specific to the choice of σ Tr as a reference state.
Definition 3.1. We say that a QMS P is reversible if it admits a faithful invariant state, so that σ Tr is well-defined, and if it is selfadjoint with respect to ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σTr .
From now on, whenever there is no ambiguity, we will forget the subscript σ Tr in the definitions of the L 2 norm and the scalar product.
The Decoherence-Free Variance and Poincaré Inequality
We now describe a generalization of the Poincaré Inequality (2.13). In the case where P is a primitive QMS, the variance of an observable X ∈ B(H) in the state σ has a nice geometric interpretation. It represents the square of the norm of the orthogonal projection of X on (CI H ) ⊥ , with respect to the scalar product ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σ .
That is,
We want to keep this geometric interpretation of the variance. By Lemma 3.2, the conditional expectation E N is the orthogonal projection on N (P) with respect to the scalar product defined by σ Tr . As a consequence the following definition appears as the logical analogue of the traditional variance.
Definition 3.2. We define the Decoherence-Free Variance (DF-variance) for all X ∈ B(H), as the square of the norm of the projection of X onto the orthogonal of N (P), that is:
Note that we get the usual definition when N (P) = CI, as in this case E N (X) = σ(X)I H : the DF-variance is indeed a generalization of the variance. The following lemma emphasizes the particular choice of σ Tr as a reference state.
Lemma 3.3. For all X ∈ B(H), one has
and
Remarks 3.2. Notice that consequently, because of Equation (3.7), one has Var N (X) ≤ Var σTr (X) for all X ∈ B(H).
Proof. We write
As, by Lemma 3.2, X − E N (X) is in the orthogonal of N (P) for the concern scalar product, in particular it is orthogonal to E N (X) − σ Tr (X)I H . Equation (3.7) follows directly. In order to prove Equation (3.8), we use the fact that
as it holds that σ Tr ○ E N = σ Tr . By Lemma 3.1, σ Tr is tracial on N (P) and we have E N (X)
One can now defined a generalization of the Poincaré Inequality (2.13) with respect to the DF-variance. We say that P satisfies a Decoherence-free Poincaré Inequality with constant λ > 0 ( and we write PI N (λ)) if the following inequality holds for all X ∈ B sa (H):
where E L is defined as in Equation (2.11) with σ = σ Tr . We write λ(L) the best constant which satisfies this inequality.
Theorem 3.1. If PI N (λ) holds then for all X ∈ B sa (H), one has an exponential decay of the DF-variance with exponential rate 2λ:
Moreover, λ(L) coincide with the spectral gap of L+L 2 , which reduces to the one of L when P is reversible.
Proof. The proof is the same as for the usual Poincaré Inequality. In order to prove the first part of the Proposition we compute the derivative of Var N (P t (X)). Assume that PI N (λ) holds for some λ > 0. First, by Equation (2.12), we have
We now exploit Equation (3.8) to prove that
First remark that P and E N commute. Indeed, for all X ∈ B(H) and all t ≥ 0, P t (E N (X)) ∈ B(H) and
where in the second line we use that P is a unitary evolution on N (P) and in the last line the fact that σ Tr is an invariant state. This latter property, combined with Equation (3.8), shows that
Equation (3.10) follows by integrating this inequality. Now, if L is reversible it can be diagonalized in some orthonormal basis. We write λ 1 , ..., λ n its eigenvalues associated to the orthogonal projections Q 0 , Q 1 , ..., Q n and such that 0 = λ 0 ≤ −λ 1 ≤ ⋯ ≤ −λ n . As proved in [10] , N (P) coincide with the kernel of L, so that Q 0 is the orthogonal projection on N (P) (that is,
As equality is achieved for any eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalue λ 1 , the claim is proved for reversible L. In the general case, observe that for selfadjoint operators X ∈ B(H), the Dirichlet form associated to L andL are the same, so that they also coincide with the Dirichlet form of
on B sa (H). This concludes the proof.
Examples 3.1 (The decoherence quantum Markov semigroup). Recall that, for γ ∈ R + * , the decoherence QMS P deco * is defined for all states ρ ∈ S(H) by:
where E N = E N * is the orthogonal projection on the algebra of diagonal operators for the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product. The Lindbladian of this QMS in the Schrödinger picture is given by
Clearly, in this example σ Tr is the maximally-mixed state
. We can compute explicitly the Dirichlet form:
Consequently, we directly obtain that λ(L deco ) = γ. Of course, this can also be directly checked from the definition of L deco .
As a simple corollary, we directly get that the Dirichlet form vanishes only on the DF algebra.
We have E L (X) = 0 if and only if X ∈ N (P).
Proof. Indeed, as H is finite-dimensional, the spectral gap is positive. Now, let X ∈ B(H) be such that E L (X) = 0. Then the DF Poincaré Inequality implies that Var N (X) = 0, so that by definition X = E N (X) and X ∈ N (P). The other implication comes from E L = E L+L 2 together with the fact already mentioned above
3.3 The Decoherence-Free Entropy and log-Sobolev Inequality
We shall now propose a generalization of the modified log-Sobolev Inequality (2.16). We recall the notation introduced in (2.25): for a state ρ ∈ S(H), we write ρ N = ρ ○ E N .
Definition 3.3. We define the Decoherence-Free relative entropy (DF-relative entropy) for all ρ ∈ S(H) as
The DF-relative entropy represents the information lost in the environment during the decoherence process. It also reduces to the usual relative entropy D (ρ σ) in the case where N (P) = CI, as in this case ρ N = σ, the unique invariant state. As for Lemma 3.3, the specific choice of σ Tr as a reference state is motivated by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For all state ρ ∈ S(H), one has:
(3.13)
Proof. We use the notations introduce in Equations (2.19) and below. Recall that, for some finite dimensional Hilbert space K, if X ∈ B(H) and Y ∈ B(K) are positive semi-definite operator, then log (
, where the logarithm is defined on their support. Besides, if H = K and X and Y have orthogonal support, then log(X + Y ) = log X + log Y . We shall adopt the following notation: we write
With these notations, ρ N = ∑ i ρ Hi ⊗ τ i . We start by computing the left-hand side of Equation (3.13):
Now we compute the first term of the right-hand side. We write
Tr ρ Hi (log ρ Hi + log N i ) .
As Tr Ki [P i ρ N P i ] = ρ Hi , the same computation applied to ρ N shows that D (ρ N σ Tr ) = ∑ i∈I Tr ρ Hi (log ρ Hi + log N i ) , which concludes the proof.
One can now define a generalization of the log-Sobolev Inequality leading to the exponential decay of the DF-relative entropy. We say that P satisfies a modified Decoherence-Free log-Sobolev Inequality with constant α > 0 (and we write MLSI N (α)) if for all state ρ ∈ S(H), the following inequality holds:
where EP L is defined as in Equation (2.15) with σ = σ Tr . We write α N (L) the best constant in the previous inequality:
Remarks 3.4. Compared to the case of the DF-Poincaré Inequality, the DF-modified log-Sobolev Inequality is equivalent to the exponential decay of the DF-relative entropy. This is explained by the presence of the factor two in the differentiation of the variance, which does not appear in the PI Inequality (see the proof below).
Proof. Spohn's computation of the entropy production given in Equation (2.15) gives:
Consequently, to prove that MLSI N (α) implies the exponential decay of the DF relative entropy, we just need to prove that
This is indeed the case, as
where U t is defined in Equation (2.5) and where we use the invariance of the relative entropy under simultaneous unitary conjugation of both states. In order to prove that MLSI N (α) is a necessary condition, remark that Inequality (3.16) is assumed to hold for all t ≥ 0 and that equality holds a t = 0, so that the result follows by differentiating this inequality at t = 0.
Examples 3.2 (The decoherence QMS). A simple computation shows that, for the decoherence QMS,
Consequently, we obtain that
This in particular shows that α N (L) > 0.
Comparison between the constants
We now show an extension to the non-primitive case of the well-known comparison between the modified log-Sobolev constant and the spectral gap.
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a reversible QMS on B(H), with generator L. Then the DF-log-Sobolev constant α N (L) and the spectral gap λ(L) satisfy:
We begin by recalling a result whose proof can be found in the two articles [7, 24] . We give a sketch of the proof for sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.5. Let σ ∈ S(H) be a faithful invariant state of P and define, for ε > 0, ρ ε = σ + ε σ 
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where Θ σ is the map
Furthermore, Θ σ is a CP map which is positive definite with respect to the weight scalar product ⟨⋅ , ⋅⟩ σ . Remarks 3.5.
• The map Y ↦ Θ σ (σ 1 2 Tr Y σ 1 2 Tr ) is a signature of the non-commutative nature of the system. Indeed, it maps the identity operator on itself and so will be the case for any operator commuting with σ. In particular, it is the trivial map for σ =
• The map Θ σ is a particular instance of inversion of σ as defined for instance in [40] . There are many different choices of inversions, all related to different monotone Riemmanian metrics on S(H). This particular inversion is related to the relative entropy (see [40] and reference therein).
Proof. Both expansions relies on the integral representation of the logarithm of a semi-definite operator:
Combined with the operator identity
Applying this expression with the expansion of (t + ρ ε ) −1 and writing g = σ 1 2
Tr Y σ Tr 1 2 , we get
Taking the expectation of this operator under the state ρ ε now gives
Evaluating the first term in the right-hand side of the previous expression in an orthonormal basis in which σ is diagonal, we get Tr
Tr , so that, as E N (Y ) = 0,
Tr Y σ 1 2 Tr )] = 0. As in [24] , the two other terms can be evaluated similarly and we get
which leads to the desired identity when replacing g by σ Tr . The second order expansion of EP L (ρ ε ) is obtained similarly.
We can now proceed to the proof of our theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We follow the usual proof, which in the quantum primitive case can be found in [7, 24] .
Tr is a state and the estimations in (3.19) give:
as L =L as it is reversible. Remark that, as we supposed that E N (Y ) = 0 and therefore E N * (σ N ) . Consequently, applying the DF log-Sobolev Inequality to ρ ε and taking the limit ε → 0 gives:
The argument in either [7] or [24] allows to remove the operator Θ σTr in this inequality, giving:
, we can just replace X by X − E N (X) in the previous inequality. We obtain that α N (L) satisfies the Poincaré Inequality (3.9), so that it is upper bounded by λ(L). Remarks 3.6. As in the primitive case, Theorem 3.3 still holds without the reversibility assumption in the case where the QMS is doubly stochastic. This comes from the fact that in this case, σ Tr is the maximally mixed state so that Θ σTr is the trivial map (see the first point of Remark 3.5).
Positivity of the modified log-Sobolev constant and comparison between the constants
Compared to the spectral gap, it is not straightforward that the DF log-Sobolev constant is non-zero. Even in the primitive case, to ensure this property one need Inequality (2.18) and thus an additional regularity assumption on the Dirichlet form: the quantum Markov semigroup is called L 1 -regular if for all ρ ∈ S(H),
Tr ρ
(4.1)
One way to realize that α N (L) is not trivially positive is to remark that, compared to the Dirichlet form and Lemma 3.1, it is not clear whether the entropy production vanishes if and only if the state undergoes a reversible evolution. That is, we do not know if EP L (ρ) = 0 if and only if ρ = E N * (ρ). As important in physics as this result seems, we could not find a general statement on this in the literature (see [39] for a proof in the case of Davies Lindbladians). Let define properly this property. Definition 4.1. We call (EPC) for Entropy Production Condition the following property of the entropy production:
Using Corollary 3.1 and the fact that ρ = E N * (ρ) if and only if σ Tr ρ σ
Tr ∈ N (P), we directly obtain: Proposition 4.1. Assume that P is L 1 -regular. Then Property (EPC) holds.
We shall prove in Subsection 4.2 that the DF modified log-Sobolev constant is positive whenever the Dirichlet form is weakly L 1 -regular. Before that, we prove in Subsection 4.1 that QMS with "strong" detailed balance condition are strongly L p -regular.
L p -regularity of the Dirichlet form under strong detailed balance condition
Recall the definition from [24, 36] of the p-Dirichlet form, with p > 1:
Tr X σ
2p
Tr
This definition is extended to p =! by considering the limit p → 1:
Tr L(X) σ Tr ) − log σ Tr .
Tr , we recognize the entropy production:
Strong regularity of the Dirichlet form was defined in [36] and latter in [7, 24] in the following way. We say that the Dirichlet form is strongly L p -regular if for all p ≥ 1 and all X ∈ B sa (H):
Tr σ
The same authors also defines a notion of weak regularity, which is expected to hold when the QMS is not reversible. We say that the Dirichlet form is weakly L p -regular if for all p ≥ 1 and all X ∈ B sa (H):
Tr , p ≥ 2 . Clearly, as E 2,L = E L , we see that the L 1 -regularity of P given by (4.1) is just the restriction of the weak regularity to the case p = 1. Strong and weak regularity of the Dirichlet form have already been proved for several classes of primitive QMS, such as doubly stochastic QMS (that is, unital and trace-preserving QMS) [7, 24, 36] , Davies QMS (that arose in the weak-coupling limit) or Liouvillian Lindbladian (of the form I −T T for a unital CP map T ) [24] . In [24] , the authors conjectured that weak regularity always holds for primitive QMS, and that strong regularity holds if furthermore the QMS is reversible.
We prove here the strong L p regularity for a large class of QMS. This class actually includes all the examples quoted above. Our proof is based on a representation of the Dirichlet form in terms of a derivation, as studied for instance in [13] . We believe that our strategy is somehow more natural than the ones previously used and could shade some light on the general case. Our assumption is the following. Definition 4.2. Let P be a QMS with Lindbladian L and with a faithful invariant state. We say that P has the σ Tr -DBC property whenever for all X, Y ∈ B(H) and all time t ≥ 0,
that is, whenever P is selfadjoint with respect to the scalar product (X,
The σ Tr -DBC property implies the reversibility of the QMS and so is a stronger condition. It also implies strong constraints on the structure of the Lindbladian, as exposed below.
We can now state our result.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the QMS P possesses the σ Tr -DBC property. Then P is strongly L p -regular for all p ≥ 1, that is, for all positive semi-definite X ∈ B(H) and all p ≥ 1, Inequality (4.2) holds.
If the QMS satisfies the σ Tr -DBC condition, it is proved in [12] that the Dirichlet form can be written in the following way:
where J is a finite set and where ∂ j are derivations on B(H), so that there exist V j ∈ B(H) such that
Furthermore, the V j are eigenvectors of the modular operator associated to σ Tr , which translates to
This implies that for all p ∈ R {0},
Tr . (4.6)
We shall now built a non-commutative functional calculus associated to the derivations ∂ j . This functional calculus can either be seen as a generalization of the one developed in [13] (see also [20] ), in the context of non-commutative Dirichlet form on C * -algebras, or as a generalization of the chain rule formula in [12] . It is based on the following representation of the space of continuous functions on some interval I on B(H).
We denote by C(I) the Banach space of continuous, complex valued functions on I, where I is a closed and bounded interval. In our case, I will be a bounded interval containing the spectrum of semi-definite operators. The Banach space C(I × I) becomes a * -algebra when endowed with the involution f * ∶ (x, y) ↦ f (y, x), f ∈ C(I × I). We endowed K ∶= B(H) with an Hilbert space structure inherited from the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product:
For any couple of elements X, Y ∈ B sa (H), we denote by π X,Y the * -representation of the C * algebra C(I × I) into B(K), where I is a bounded interval containing Sp(X) and Sp(Y ), uniquely determined by
We collect the properties of this * -representation in the following lemma. The proof consists just of simple verifications so we omit it.
Lemma 4.1. π X,Y is indeed a * -representation between C * -algebras, that is:
1. π X,Y (1) = I K , where 1 is the constant function on I × I equal to 1.
3. If f ∈ C(I × I) is a non-negative function, then π X,Y (f ) is a positive semi-definite operator on K for the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product.
For any function f ∈ C(I), we writef the function in C(I × I) defined bỹ
The following lemma gives a generalization of the chain rule formula associated to a derivation. This is the central tool in our proof of the strong L p -regularity. 
Proof. We first prove Equation (4.7) for f ∶ x ↦ x n , where n ∈ N is a fixed integer. We use a recursive argument: we have
By linearity of the * -representation π X,Y , this also holds for all polynomials P such that P (0) = 0. We want to apply the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem to conclude. To this end, we endow C 1 0 (I) with a Banach space structure with the norm
Remark that for all f ∈ C 1 0 (I),
0 (I) and where (f n ) is a sequence converging to f in the Banach space C 1 0 (I). This concludes the proof. Remarks 4.1.
• When X = Y , Equation (4.7) is just the well-known chain rule formula for derivations as studied in [13, 20] . We should simply write π X instead of π X,Y in this case.
• The case where f (x, y) = log x−log y x−y and where X = e −ω 2 Z and Y = e w 2 Z for an observable Z ∈ B sa (H) was studied in [12] . However, the authors did not highlight the role of the * -representation.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Equation (4.6) it can be directly checked that the two following expressions holds for all X ∈ B(H), all j ∈ J and all q, p ≥ 1: Tr X σ 1 2p
Tr (remark that the last equation is just the first one applied to q = p). Let X be a positive semi-definite operator on H. We write Y = Γ 1 p σTr (X).
We also write f ∶ x ∈ R + ↦ x p 2 and g ∶ x ∈ R + ↦ x p−1 . We first exploit the expression of the Dirichlet form in terms of the derivations given by Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.8) to obtain:
where we use that π X,Y is a * -representation and thatf is symmetric non-negative, so that
. Recall the well know Inequality (see [2] Proposition 3.1 for instance) for all s, t ∈ R + and all p ≥ 1:
This inequality can be reinterpreted in terms off andg as:
Consequently, by point 3. of Lemma 4.1, π e
where in the second line we used the chain rule formula of Equation (4.7) and where in third line we used Equations (4.8) and (4.9) . This concludes the proof.
Taking the limit p → 1 in Equation (4.2) with X = σ
Tr , we obtain the desired strong L 1 -regularity. Corollary 4.1. Let P be a σ-DBC QMS on B(H). Then for all state ρ ∈ S(H),
(4.10)
In particular, property (EPC) holds.
Positivity of the DF log-Sobolev constant
We now state our main theorem concerning the positivity of the DF log-Sobolev constant.
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a quantum Markov semigroup on B(H), with generator L and with a faithful invariant state. Assume that its Dirichlet form is L 1 -regular, as defined in Equation (4.1). Then the modified DF log-Sobolev constant α N (L) is strictly positive:
Proof. We write N * (P) the image of E N * . That is, σ ∈ N * (P) iff E N * (σ) = σ. By definition, the modified DF log-Sobolev constant is given by
We proceed by contradiction and we assume that α N (L) = 0. Then, by Property (EPC) (which is induced by the L 1 regularity) and by compactness of S(H), it means that for all η > 0, there exists a state ρ ∈ S(H) N * (P) such that ρ − E N * (ρ) 1 ≤ η and
We claim that this is a contradiction. Indeed, we shall prove the following fact: there exists η > 0 and C > 0 such that for all ρ ∈ S(H),
More precisely, we only need to show that for all faithful σ ∈ N * (P), there exists η > 0 and C > 0 depending
Tr as in Lemma 3.5, we have for all ε ≤ η:
Indeed, invoking again the compactness of N * (H), η and C can be chosen independently of σ. The restriction to faithful states is not a restriction since the set of invertible operators is dense in S(H). Then, for any faithful
Tr . Consequently, Inequality (4.11) holds, a contradiction with the fact that α N (L) = 0. We now prove our claim. Take a faithful σ ∈ N * (P), Y ∈ B sa (H) N * (P) with E N (Y ) = 0 and define ρ ε as above. By Lemma 3.5,
(4.12)
Both the numerator and the denominator in the right-hand side are the first possibly non-zero term in the Taylor expansion of a positive quantity, so that there are both non-negative. The denominator is furthermore easily seen to be positive as it is equal to Θ Tr ) > 0. In order to prove it, we shall expand the right-hand side of the L 1 -regularity condition (4.1) up to second order, with ρ = ρ ε , starting with the expansion of ρ 1 2 ε . Recall the integral representation √
which together with the operator identity X
Remark that, as
, we have
Tr Y σ
Tr Y σ Tr = X. Then, using that E L (X, Z) = E L (Z, X) = 0 for all Z ∈ B(H) as X ∈ N (P), we get:
Tr Y σ 1 2 Tr ) σ
) .
By the L 1 regularity (4.1) and Equation (3.19) in Lemma 3.5, we get
Tr ) .
Tr . If the right-hand side of the above inequality is equal to 0, by Corollary 3.1 we know that Z ∈ N (P). Furthermore, we have
Tr Z σ 1 4 Tr ) .
)(x, y) = √ x + √ y and using that σ Tr commutes with X, Z ∈ N (P), we finally get
Tr ) > 0. The proof is concluded by taking for instance
so that there exists η > 0 such that Inequality (4.11) holds for all ε ≤ η.
Two particular situations
Our goal in this section is to convince the reader that non-primitive QMS are more interesting (and less trivial) objects than their classical counterpart. We shall indeed highlight two manifestations of quantum phenomenons in our framework, the first one being the existence of quantum correlations in bipartite systems (Subsection 5.1) and the second one being quantum coherence (Subsection 5.2).
The case where the Decoherence-Free algebra is a factor
In this subsection, we focus on the case where H = H A ⊗ H B and where
We denote by d A and d B the respective dimensions of H A and H B and we assume that d B > 1. We write H A the Hamiltonian associated to the unitary evolution on system A and L the Lindbladian of the primitive Markovian evolution on system B, with unique faithful invariant state τ ∈ S(H B ). Consequently, the evolution of the whole system is given by a QMS P with generator
The reference state is simply given by σ Tr =
⊗ τ , so that the conditional expectations are given by:
where ρ A denotes the partial trace of the state ρ with respect to H B . Similarly, we write
We recall that the modified log-Sobolev constant α 1 (L) is defined as the best constant such that Inequality (2.16) holds. As N (P ) = CI H B , it is also true that α 1 (L) = α N (L) (actually, everything that follows still holds if P is not primitive and α 1 (L) is replaced by α N (L)).
Theorem 5.1. With the above notations:
2. Moreover, P satisfies the (EPC) if and only if P does. Remarks 5.1. Point 3. in the above theorem is far from being obvious. For instance, it is not known if the L 1 -regularity of L implies the one of L. However, we know from Theorem 4.2 that it implies that α 1 (L) > 0. Thus, it could be true that L fails to be L 1 -regular whereas α N (L) > 0.
Proof. We first prove that α N (L) ≤ α 1 (L). Let ρ be a state on H B . We have to prove that:
Let η be any state on H A . Then, as
To conclude, we show that the right-hand side of the two previous inequalities coincide. Notice first that we have
where in the last step we used that P * is trace-preserving. This concludes the first part of the proof.
We now show the second part. By the first part, it is clear that if
. This implies that P satisfies the (EPC) property whenever P does. Suppose now that P satisfies the (EPC) and that EP L (ρ) = 0 for a certain state ρ ∈ S(H). We need to show that ρ = ρ N = ρ A ⊗ τ . Consider the spectral decomposition of an observable X ∈ B sa (H A ): X = ∑ k x k P k where x k ∈ R and the P k form a family of mutually orthogonal projections that sum to the identity operator on H A . We denote by E X the pinching map associated to X ⊗ I H B :
We claim that EP L (ρ) ≥ EP L (E X (ρ)). Indeed, leaving aside similar computations to what has already been done several times, we have
Consequently:
The claim follows from the data-processing Inequality applied to the CP map P * t . Consequently, we obtain that EP L (E X (ρ)) = 0. It is a straightforward computation to show that this implies that E X (ρ) = ρ A ⊗ τ . Now, for all X ∈ B(H A ) and Y ∈ B(H B ), we get
As
, this shows that ρ = ρ A ⊗ τ , which proves our claim.
We now show the last part of the theorem. It is clear from the first part that α N (L) > 0 implies that α 1 (L) > 0, so assume that α 1 (L) > 0. Consequently, P satisfies the (EPC) and by the second part, P also does. Thus, in order to show that α N (L) > 0, we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Take ε > 0, ρ A ∈ S(H A ) and Y ∈ B(H) with E N (Y ) = 0, and define ρ ε = ρ A ⊗ τ + ε σ 1 2 Tr Y σ 1 2 Tr . As in the proof of the aforementioned theorem, we need to show that if E L Y, Θ σ (σ 1 2 Tr Y σ 1 2 Tr ) = 0, then necessarily Y = 0. So assume that the first statement holds. Take X ∈ B(H A ). As proved above, EP L (ρ ε ) ≥ EP L (E X (ρ ε )), so that expanding both terms up to second order we obtain:
Thus the right-hand side is null. However, it can be checked by a direct computation that for all ρ ∈ S(H),
or otherwise said, the DF log-Sobolev Inequality is satisfied with constant α 1 (L) for states of the form E X (X) (that is, for classical-quantum states). As α 1 (L) > 0, then necessarily the right-hand side of Inequality (5.2) vanishes only on N (P). This again is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.2. Consequently E X (Y ) ∈ N (P). Remark now that E X and E N commute and therefore, for all X ∈ B(H A ) and Z ∈ B(H B ),
which shows that Y ∈ N (P). As we also have E N (Y ) = 0, this concludes the proof.
A question that remains is how much α N (L) differ from α 1 (L). Or, in other word, what is the best constant C such that C α 1 (L) ≤ α N (L). Remark that in the classical case, the question is trivial as one can directly check that both constants are equal (they are also equal when the minimization is done over classical-quantum states, as mentioned in the above proof). We could not answer this question. However, we shall see that α N (L) is intimately related to the rate of decay of the correlations between systems A and B.
As we shall see, the DF relative entropy and the entropy production are the sum of their trace on B plus a term related to the mutual information of the state. Recall that the mutual information between systems A and B in the state ρ ∈ S(H) is given by:
This quantity quantifies the degree of correlation between the two subsystems A and B, so in a sense it is natural that it should play a role in our context. We also define the Information Production (IP) of the state ρ ∈ S(H) induced by P as the quantity
Proposition 5.1.
1. For any state ρ ∈ S(H), the DF entropy takes the form
Proof. We prove 1.
The first part of point 2. is a direct consequence of point 1. We prove Equation (5.5): for all ρ ∈ S(H), we have
The first equality is clear. The second and third equalities follows from the fact that Tr H B [L * (ρ)] = 0. Indeed, for all X ∈ B(H A ),
where in the before-last equality we used that L * = I ⊗ L * and where in the last equality we used that P * is trace-preserving. Putting these three equalities together shows the result. To prove point 3. remark that
so that the result follows by the data-processing inequality applied to the mutual information and the CP map P * t .
It is very tempting at this point to define a functional inequality that implies the exponential decay of the mutual information. Thus, define β N (L) as the best constant fulfilling the following inequality: for all ρ ∈ S(H), it holds that
It is now clear that this inequality holds for some β ≥ 0 if and only if for all ρ ∈ S(H),
Proof. This is clearly true as by Proposition 5.1,
We leave the study of this inequality to further research.
Examples 5.1 (The example of a partially depolarizing channel). Let γ be a positive constant and define, for a faithful state τ ∈ S(H B ), the Lindbladian of the τ -depolarizing channel in the Schrödinger picture acting on an observable ρ B ∈ S(H B ) as:
The whole evolution of the system A + B is then given by the quantum Markov semigroup (P γ t ) t≥0 whose Lindbladian in the Schrödinger picture acts on a state ρ ∈ S(H) as:
The depolarizing channel is a primitive QMS with unique invariant state τ , so that
and for any state ρ ∈ S(H), we have P
We can compute both the entropy production and the information production and we find, for ρ ∈ S(H):
The case where the Decoherence-Free algebra is the algebra of diagonal operators
In this subsection, we focus on the case where N (P) is the algebra of diagonal operators: denoting by (e i ) i=1,...,d an orthonormal basis of H, we consider the case where
Remark that necessarily the invariant states are diagonal in the o.n.b. (e i ), so that σ Tr = I H d , i.e. it is the maximally mixed state. As a consequence, P is doubly stochastic and α N (L) > 0. We can completely characterize this class of QMS. Proposition 5.3. Assume that P is a QMS on B(H) with H = C d and such that N (P) is isomorphic to the algebra of diagonal operators. We denote by L the generator of P. With the above notation, there exists a
L( e i ⟩⟨e j ) = γ i,j e i ⟩⟨e j , P t ( e i ⟩⟨e j ) = e t γi,j e i ⟩⟨e j . (5.10)
Moreover, P is reversible if and only if Γ can be chosen with real coefficients.
Proof. We consider the form of the Lindbladian given in Equation (2.3). First notice that necessarily N (P) is equal to the set of fixed-points of P. Indeed, if there exists a one-parameter group of unitary operators (U t ) t∈R on H such that Equation (2.5) holds, then necessarily U * t e i ⟩⟨e i U t = e i ⟩⟨e i for all time t ≥ 0 so that e i ⟩⟨e i are all fixed-points for all i. Consequently, as proved for instance in [17] ,
where the prime denotes the commutant of the set. It implies that the L k are all diagonal in the o.n.b. (e i ):
) and using Equation (2.3) leads to L( e i ⟩⟨e j ) = − H, e i ⟩⟨e j +γ i,j e i ⟩⟨e j ,
where H is defined in Equation (2.3). For all i, 0 = L( e i ⟩⟨e i ) = i H, e i ⟩⟨e i .
Consequently H is diagonal in the o.n.b. (e i ). We write h i the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector e i . Now, taking γ ij =γ ij + i(h i − h j ) leads to Equation (5.10). Remark furthermore that when i ≠ j, then Re γ ij < 0 as necessarily lim t→0 P t ( e i ⟩⟨e j ) = 0 by Equation (2.7).
If P is reversible, we have γ i,j d = ⟨L( e i ⟩⟨e j ) , e j ⟩⟨e i ⟩ = ⟨ e i ⟩⟨e j , L( e j ⟩⟨e i )⟩ = γ i,j d , which proves that Γ has real coefficients.
Remark that the decoherence QMS corresponds to the case where all the γ i,j are equals. In general, by Theorem 3.3, Theorem 4.2 and Remark 3.6, we obtain: In the case of the decoherence QMS, we find a better upper bound on the DF log-Sobolev constant in terms of the MLS constant of the depolarizing channel of the maximally mixed stated, computed in [34] . 
By definition,
As S(H) is compact, the minimum is attained at a state that we denote by ρ min . We remark that, by invariance of the relative entropy under unitary conjugation of both states, only the spectrum on ρ min matters and any state with the same spectrum achieved this minimum. We choose ρ min so that it commutes with the Weyl unitary matrix:
e i+1 ⟩⟨e i , where we set e d+1 = e 1 . Otherwise stated, ρ min is diagonal in the same o.n.b than U and as a consequence, E N * (ρ min ) =
Application to decoherence time for Quantum Markov Semigroups
We now state our main result concerning the decoherence time. Remark that, as in the primitive case, we do not ask the QMS to be reversible.
Theorem 6.1. Let P be a QMS on a finite dimensional Hilbert space K, with Lindbladian L. We assume that P has a faithful invariant state and we denote by σ min the smallest eigenvalue of σ Tr .
• One obtain the following upper bound in terms of the DF Poincaré constant P * t (ρ − E N * (ρ)) Tr ≤ 1 σ min e −λ(L) t . (6.1)
• The upper bound obtained using the DF log-Sobolev constant is
Proof. The second Inequality (2.7) is directly a consequence of Theorem 3.2, Pinsker's Inequality and the fact that
where the first inequality comes from Lemma 3.4 and the second can be proved directly using that σ Tr ≥ σ min I H and the operator monotonicity of the logarithm. In order to prove the first Inequality (6.1), we need to introduce the χ 2 -divergence between two states defined as χ Then, it is proved in [37] Theorem 3 that ρ − σ Tr 2 1 ≤ χ 2 (ρ, σ Tr ) ≤ 1 σ min (see also [40] for a generalization of this result to more general forms of divergences). Besides, a simple computation shows that . Going back to the definition of the decoherence-time (2.10), we obtain with the spectral gap the estimate:
and with the DF log-Sobolev constant:
We see that with the first estimate, τ deco = Ω(log d) while with the second estimate, τ deco = Ω(log log d), which improves the estimate by a logarithm. As emphasized in [24] , such an improvement is possible only when the modified DF log-Sobolev constant is of the same order as the spectral gap.
Conclusion
In this article we proposed a natural framework in order to study functional inequalities for not necessarily primitive quantum Markov semigroups. We illustrated this framework by studying generalizations of the Poincaré Inequality and the modified log-Sobolev Inequality. Such inequalities imply the rapid decoherence of the quantum Markov semigroup.
Some new difficulties appear in this context relative to the quantum nature of the system and it seems more challenging to obtain estimates of the new log-Sobolev constant. We highlighted this fact in the case of a bipartite system where only one of the system undergoes a irreversible evolution. In this scenario, we introduced the production of information of the QMS, that we showed was a relevant quantity in order to estimate the DF log-Sobolev constant.
We believe that the practical interest of this generalization can motivate the study of such inequalities. One natural continuation would be to generalize the notion of Hypercontractivity and its equivalence with Gross' log Sobolev Inequality (a similar direction has recently been proposed in [4] ). This will be the subject of a future article [3] .
